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But as the night wore on what had looked like a hammering took on all the aspects of a
complete and utter rout – with massive swings to the Nats combined with Everest-like
majorities. Just before 03.00am, Tory Cabinet minister Francis Maude described the result
as "seismic" and seldom has a word been more accurate.
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Just Eat, the UK online food delivery service, said it plans to gobble up Australian internet
takeaway group Menulog, paying 445m even though the company from down under's last
annual profit was 1.2m.
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The Conservative election triumph was potentially good news for the estimated one million
British expats who cannot vote because they have been out of the country for more than
15 years. The party pledged in its manifesto to abolish the controversial '15-year rule' –
introduced under Tony Blair's Labour administration – so that all Britons overseas can vote
in their last constituency.
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If you are wondering why Porsche chose Atlanta, Porsche Cars North America has been
headquartered in Atlanta since 1998. The new building puts many divisions under the
same roof for the first time with financial services and consulting housed in the building.
Porsche has said that it plans other experience centers in LA, Le Mans, and Shanghai.
There are plans for locations in Moscow and Istanbul as well.
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Google is here to rescue you from the exhaustion of tapping open a food-ordering app on your
smartphone. The tech giant has added a new tool to its search engine that lets you order directly
without having to actually open an app. Google has essentially imported the APIs of Seamless,
Grubhub, Eat24, Delivery.com, BeyondMenu and MyPizza.com so that if the restaurant you're
looking for is listed on any of those apps you won't actually have to open up the app to use it.
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It said it wanted to tackle anti-competitive measures taken by retailers and manufacturers
that prevented customers in one country from buying electronics, clothing, shoes and other
goods from online stores available elsewhere in the EU.
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The latest, over TV debate comments about migrants using the NHS for expensive HIV
treatment, was typical. It drew an angry rebuke from Plaid Cymru leader Leanne Wood,
who told him: "You ought to be ashamed of yourself."
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(You knew that with the Blueshirts down 3-1 to the Caps while having scored a sum of five
goals in the series and with only one player having scored in the last 164:20, there’d be a
“but,” didn’t you?)
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The last supply mission to the International Space Station was with the Russian Progress

M-27M spacecraft. The launch was successful, but after entering low Earth orbit it became
unresponsive to commands. It now appears to be tumbling in a non-stable orbit and will
experience an unplanned re-entry.
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Past elections have been marred by violence and allegations of vote-rigging. Since
campaigning began in mid-November, both the ruling and opposition camps have reported
violent attacks which have killed a number of their supporters.
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What Is Pepcid
"Every extreme movement draws this black and white picture. They are sucking out colour
because it is very easy to make a decision to go to Syria if there is one right or wrong. As
soon as you add more colour to the picture it becomes more complicated."
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